
2020 Conference Highlights



Week 1 

brought to you by

Content Marketing

Speakers 
• Justin Davey, Editorial Content Director, Meredith Agrimedia
• Stephanie Gable, VP DDPM Client Relationship Development, Farm Journal
• David Jones, Publications Manager, John Deere (retired) 

Key Takeaways 
Content marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused on creating and distributing  
valuable and relevant content to attract and retain a clearly defined audience and ultimately 
drive profitable customer interactions
 - Relevancy is often missed and overlooked by many marketers. 
 - Products and services must be wrapped in a story that will resonate with the audience. 
 - Relevancy creates believability, which creates impact.
 - Not a format for promoting offers and communicating features and benefits.
 - Represents just one tool of an effective marketing plan.  
  
What can good content marketing accomplish? 
 - Position your company as a knowledge leader in its category. 
 - Turn customers into loyalists by demonstrating how your company values align with theirs. 
 - Build a community and engagement.

How do we measure success?
 - Begin with defined goals (i.e., brand awareness, engagement, customer retention). 
 - Employ metrics beyond the click (i.e., video views, time spent with the content,  
  number of downloads, level of social chatter).

Content marketing strategy
 - It isn’t always the right tool to accomplish a marketing goal. 
 - Its best applications are in reputation management, education, community building.
 - Know that it’s a long-term strategy that requires commitment and consistency over time.

Most powerful delivery vehicles
 - Native content series (articles and video) boosted by paid digital advertising and email promotion.
 - Note that effective storytelling can happen in multiple forms of media, so don’t neglect print and  
  broadcast if it’s appropriate for your intended audience; 70% of farmers still desire  
  printed information in addition to digital.
 - Content type should drive choice of delivery vehicles, not the other way around.

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2755176/7545E65E5178A6AD3324A4BFD3055034


Week 2 

brought to you by

Programmatic

Speakers 
• Sean Cotton, President and Co-Founder, Coegi 
• Eric Nelson, SVP, Media Director, Dicom Marketing Services 
• Courtney Yuskis, VP, Digital, Farm Journal

Key Takeaways 
Programmatic is, fundamentally, automation 
 - But automation without the guardrails of human marketing skills, an understanding of your  
  audience, your marketing and your business objectives will lead to problems. 
 - Before the adoption of programmatic strategies, the only efficient way to reach people in  
  the agriculture audience was to go to a very high-indexing trade publication, realizing you’d  
  pay a premium for that to avoid waste. Programmatic has flipped that to say, “We’ll identify  
  the audience and try to match content to that.” 
 - What used to take six months, we can now do in a week or a couple of days. 
  
It’s a methodology for buying media, but brands need best practices within that methodology  
 - Really responsible use of data, understanding of content and contextual relevance,  
  brand safety guardrails and more can ensure effective and sound marketing. 

Let’s get past the click as a KPI 
 - We often get too caught up in the macro metrics. We don’t get deep enough into the  
  rabbit hole of seeing what those metrics really are. 
 - Programmatic allows us to start closer to our goals, but this also allows us to achieve goals deeper  
  in. It opens the door allowing us to see deeper into some of the windows we otherwise wouldn’t. 

Programmatic is not a magic wand 
 - There are some things it can’t do with creative executions, and we have to understand what it  
  can and cannot do to know where it fits in our marketing mix. 
 - You can’t choose part-time or as an add-on; it needs to be something you develop an expertise  
  in to really use it. 

Consumption habits are changing 
 - Streaming, especially in rural markets, is no longer the hurdle it was in the past. 
 - We’re seeing more and more demand for connected TV, and the demand for it is increasing  
  even in rural areas. 
 - Audio consumption habits are also changing, so it’s no longer just a line item of how many  
   dollars to put there. Digital audio allows specific podcast targeting, so why wouldn’t you  
             use programmatic to promote your own podcast on others’? 
    -   5G is already a game-changer and will continue to be. 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2793696/C799B2887291C467321DA52BF0A8DA50


Week 3 

brought to you by

Musts and Must Nots  
in Digital Marketing

Speakers 
• Eric Postma, Digital Director, Think Shift   
• Sean Cotton, President and Co-Founder, Coegi
• Courtney Yuskis, VP, Digital, Farm Journal
• Eric Nelson, SVP Media Director, Dicom Marketing Services
• Michael Jung, VP Product Management and Technology, Precision Reach
• Courtney Hacker, Solutions Consultant, Goodway Group
• James Arnold, Chief Digital Officer, Rooster

Key Takeaways 
Ag marketers must 
 - Connect your sales team with potential buyers by leveraging marketing automation and  
  cost per thousand (CRM). 
 - Personalize your messaging as much as possible.
 - Define KPIs and share them with your provider.
 - Develop connections with customers and prospects that allow us to collect and leverage first-party  
  data and use it to create a strategy for future growth based on understanding the customer. 
 - Embrace testing and experimentation, then be ready to learn and pivot as you gain real-time feedback.
 - Put yourself in the audience’s shoes to understand how they are going to receive what we are delivering.
 - Understand impact versus impressions because measurement is probably not just a click. 
 - Serve up creative in a variety of formats and lengths to increase reach. 
 - Optimize eBlast audiences based on engagement. 
 - Improve our live reporting abilities.
 - Communicate and share our learnings with each other.

Ag marketers must not  
 - Solely focus on tactics that drive awareness.
 - Neglect to consider the entire customer experience. 
 - Use the same measurement approach for digital media as traditional. 
 - Always think of innovation as doing something completely different; sometimes it’s making  
  changes on the fly, like adding a different keyword or extension, using a different site list or  
  behavioral model or testing different timing. 
 - Buy email newsletters based on their circulation; ask about open and engagement rates instead. 
 - Live and die by delivery numbers; sometimes they aren’t always correct and a conversation can solve it. 
 - Fear failure, because you can learn just as much from it as you do success.

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2810251/986D657AC43B03BF81443EF896E389C4


Week 4 

brought to you by

Search

Speakers 
• Sean Cotton, President and Co-Founder, Coegi 
• Eric Postma, Digital Director, Think Shift

Key Takeaways 
Paid vs. organic search 
 - Search Engine Marketing (SEM) is paid search, and Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is  
  organic search developing pages to feature content that search engines will automatically  
  qualify as the most relevant. 
  
Think of search as fishing  
 - The more hooks you put in the water, the more fish you’re likely to catch. 
 - Search Engine Marketing (SEM), or paid search, is like rod-and-reel, as you can continually  
  adjust the bait you’re using.
 - Search Engine Optimization (SEO), or organic search, is more like trotline fishing, where you  
  set out content and allow people to come to you.

Three keys to success 
 - Be relevant - focusing on what consumers are interested in rather than just what we want to say. 
 - Be informative - recognizing what kind of information your audience is seeking.
 - Be specific - getting to the point of what exactly it is you want users to do.

How SEM generates sales  
 - It closes the loop from research to sale. 
 - In agriculture and industrial space, almost all of the decision process is now starting online,  
  and about half of it ends online. 
 - Purchase loyalty is increased online. 
      •  Purchasers who engaged digitally post-purchase were more likely to purchase again. 

How to optimize SEO 
 - Think about topics you want to own, not just keywords.
 - By identifying topic clusters and linking content to an authoritative pillar page, you can increase  
  the breadth of the topic and say, “Here’s who we are and how we think,” to drive awareness and  
  new interest in your business.
 - Once you’ve designated a pillar page, update links on the site so that related content pages  
  form a cluster around it and indicate to Google that they’re related.
      •  Every post in the cluster set needs to be linked at least once with the same anchor text.

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2820774/9B248FFC25E87A7F6E22F79C48A192A8


Week 5 

brought to you by

Social Media

Speakers 
• Chandler Bruns, Social Media Manager, Rooster  
• Eric Postma, Digital Director, Think Shift
• Gina Steffens, Digital Marketing Consultant, Sr. Brand Strategist, Creative Visionary   
• Blair Bruns, Account Executive, Rooster
 
Key Takeaways 
Tips for boosting organic social engagement 
 - Check your posting cadence. If you are posting too often or not often enough,  
  engagement may suffer.
 - Remember that to get engagement you have to give engagement. Take time to scroll through  
  your social feed and strategically share, like and comment on posts that grab your attention. 
 - Determine which accounts and hashtags are relevant to your industry and tag them as appropriate. 
 - Posts with a photo or video boost engagement. Keep video content short and clear,  
  and include a call to action.
 - Use your social channels as a survey mechanism to get to know your followers, then use the  
  information you gain to tailor your content to your audience. 
 - Run a social contest to drive engagement or gather user-generated content.
 - Start a social series that your followers can look forward to seeing each week. 
 - All content is not created equal. Know what content performs best on each platform.
 - Test and evaluate new tactics to see what works and what doesn’t.  
 - Have fun! If you’re enjoying your posts, so will your followers. 
  
Being remarkable in social media is a nearly impossible task
 - Consider the Super Bowl in 2013, when the power went out at the Superdome in New Orleans.  
  Oreo sent a perfectly timed tweet: “Power out? No problem. You can still dunk in the dark.”,  
  which went viral and popularized the idea of real-time marketing.
  - Other brands tried to follow suit at subsequent live events, but their planned content fell flat  
  and was often cringe worthy. Meanwhile, Oreo dropped the mic and moved on to something new. 

Is the amount of effort and money ag marketers pour into social media worth it? 
 - Use Google Analytics to determine how much of your website traffic is driven by social media;  
  in our industry the average is only about 3%.
 - Even Oreo’s success on Twitter didn’t impact sales.  

   CONTINUED NEXT PAGE >

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2836424/77541F8C79C4FA02B35F8CFAE6B70741


Week 5 

brought to you by

Social Media

Speakers 
• Chandler Bruns, Social Media Manager, Rooster  
• Eric Postma, Digital Director, Think Shift
• Gina Steffens, Digital Marketing Consultant, Sr. Brand Strategist, Creative Visionary   
• Blair Bruns, Account Executive, Rooster
 
Key Takeaways - Continued 
Think differently about the purpose and strategy behind social media and understand  
what it takes to be remarkable to your audience
 - Recognize the fact that your fans and followers are almost always existing customers. 
 - Instead of selling to this audience, use your social channels to foster a community of advocates.
 - To reach new potential customers, you need to use paid social and digital advertising.
 - Be different. Have an approach and value proposition that’s different from your competitors.
 - Be authentic; make your brand personable and use it to connect with your followers on a 1:1 basis. 
 - Be interesting. Think about your brand personality and how it comes to life in social media.

How to leverage influencer marketing in agriculture 
 - Social Influencers are paid content creators who talk about your brand and how it benefits them. 
 - Macro influencers (100,000 or more followers) have greater reach but can be costly.
 - Micro influencers (1,000 to 99,999 followers) often will work for something in exchange. 
 - Influencers can be used to build brand trust, drive awareness and consideration,  
  and to target new and niche audiences. 
 - Get started by defining your goals. Do you want to generate content? Grow your social following?  
  Drive sales?
 - Find the right influencer to achieve your goals. Choose someone who seems authentic and  
  has an affinity with your brand and a relationship with your target audience. 
 - Evaluate influencer effectiveness by engagement rates. Look for a minimum of 2%-3% percent on  
  each post. A rate of 4%-6% is considered excellent and 10%-20% is considered “viral.”
 - Be personal when you reach out to an influencer and talk about what you can offer them  
  beyond money as compensation (product, expert advice, etc.). Also know it’s important to pay  
  them compliments on what they’re doing. 
 - Follow up with a clear and simple brief that defines the communications and expectations of  
  your working relationship as well as specifics about your brand and products. 
 - Once the brief is agreed upon, you can submit a contract that establishes targets for the influencer.  
  This is for paid influencers only.  

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2836424/77541F8C79C4FA02B35F8CFAE6B70741


Week 6 

brought to you by

Analytics

Speakers 
• Eric Postma, Digital Director, Think Shift
• Courtney Hacker, Solutions Consultant, Goodway Group

Key Takeaways 
Data measurements in the ag space  
 - Data on its own isn’t valuable; we have to structure and organize it into information. 
 - When customer experience is king, data is your most valuable asset.
 - Measurements:
  •  Click-through rate (CTR)–number of clicks in relation to the number of impressions. 
   -  Good measure of how effective you are at driving key objective. 
  •  Cost per click (CPC)–average cost to drive one single click. 
   -  Good measure of how efficient campaigns are at driving traffic .
  •  Cost per thousand (CPM)–average cost to get 1, 000 impressions. 
   -  Good measure of efficiency in driving impressions.
 - Agriculture outperforms all other industries in CPC.
 - Certain times of the year are more competitive (ex.–seeds in the fall, crop protection in the spring).

Pillars of powerful analytics  
 - Structured
 - Insightful 
 - Actionable 

Your analytics journey  
 - Identify meaningful KPIs that tie to business objectives. 
 - Identify platforms that are needed to analyze and visualize .
 - Audit what data sources you have access to and create a data wish list. 
 - Start testing and improving.
 - Design a data strategy. 
 - Consider incremental analytics + tech solutions. 
 - Evaluate, inform, iterate. 
 - Evaluate, inform, iterate (rinse and repeat). 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2848679/FE5DC4D0866E90892EF9482A08B56F21


Week 7 

brought to you by

Data, Privacy and Regulations

Speakers 
• Sarah Hess, Director of Operations, Shared Services, Informa Markets 
• AnnMarie Wills, CEO & Founder, Leverage Lab 

Key Takeaways 
Cookies are out, first-party data is in  
 - Third-party data is inefficient and robs the brand of a relationship with their consumer.
  •   Core marketing capabilities like remarketing, frequency capping, suppression,  
   media attribution, and segmentation disappear as the scale of addressable audiences shrinks.
 - First-party data provides: 
  •   A deep, accurate, real-time understanding of individual customers. 
  •   The ability to segment and personalize based on your customers’ interests and behaviors. 
  •   Easier compliance with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and other privacy laws. 
  •   The confidence of knowing exactly where our data comes from, how you got it and  
   how accurate it is.
  •   Improvements in key business outcomes like Return on Assets (ROAs), conversion and retention. 
  •   Start targeting based on behavior rather than demographics.
 - 61% of U.S. consumers find getting relevant offers is more important than keeping their online  
  activity private from companies.
 - 57% of consumers will stop doing business with a company that has used their  
  personal data irresponsibly.

Data and privacy in agriculture 
 - As farming became more tech driven, data shared went beyond basic demographics. 
  •   Customers shared their data with equipment, seed and chemical companies to get products  
   tailored to fit their needs. 
 - Agriculture should be more concerned than most on privacy issues, since information is  
  used for custom content and advertisements.
 - How to maintain transparency in data collection and usage:
  •   Update and maintain detailed company privacy policy. 
  •   Maintain consent/opt-in language at all data gathering points. 
  •   Provide various levels of opt-out options for your customers.
  •   Restrict third-party data sales to trusted partners and be transparent in your consent  
   language about how you share data.
  •   Collect data responsibly–be wary of third-party data and vet it accordingly. 
  •   Be resourceful in how you use your data; monitor customer volume of communications.
  •   Make sure everyone in your company is fully trained on data collection, usage,  
   policies and regulations. 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2871539/27409797826AA7A92D08A91D7D3690E9


Week 8 

brought to you by

Emerging Technologies

Speakers 
• AnnMarie Wills, CEO & Founder, Leverage Lab 
• Meghan McVeigh, Digital Strategy Director, Goodway Group 
• Brian Stafford, CEO, nativeMsg 
• Sarah Muirhead, Managing Director, Digital Events, Farm Progress
• Pete Jones, Business Director, Billups 
• Sean Cotton, President & Co-founder, Coegi 

Key Takeaways 
Data measurement 
 - The fall of cookies will make user opt-in data more difficult to gather as users opt out.
  • Anonymous site retargeting and the ability to buy third-party audiences will go away.
 - Programmatic will shift away from solely data-driven segments to more insightful ones,  
  increasing in the importance of first-party data. 
  • Publishers that can bring first-party data should.
 - Media measurement will have issues. 
  • Go back to the basics and level-set expectations with clients and stakeholders. 
  • Measurements will be more causation than the direct correlation that we’ve been able  
   to provide in the past couple of years. 
 - Brand marketers need to start asking how partners can help them with targeting going forward. 
  • Get publishers to think about how we de-couple audience data (which is powerful and can  
   be activated in the programmatic marketplace) with thinking about our inventory and  
   what we’re actually selling. 

Mobile messaging   
 - Advancements in personalization: 
  • AI and targeting are getting better, improving personalized conversations.
  • Value and decreased overhead costs are making chatbots more popular. 
 - Messaging icon in search and Google Maps allows users to click on the message icon to  
  have a conversation with you and your business (can be automated or a real person).
  • Taking search into a 1:1 conversation is big. 

   CONTINUED NEXT PAGE >

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2875393/4D56C210C4AFD4D2C873AC3ABBC02193


Week 8 

brought to you by

Emerging Technologies

Speakers 
• AnnMarie Wills, CEO & Founder, Leverage Lab 
• Meghan McVeigh, Digital Strategy Director, Goodway Group 
• Brian Stafford, CEO, nativeMsg 
• Sarah Muirhead, Managing Director, Digital Events, Farm Progress
• Pete Jones, Business Director, Billups 
• Sean Cotton, President & Co-founder, Coegi  

Key Takeaways - Continued 
Virtual events  
 - Every event is unique based on the audience and resources available. 
 - Don’t stack long sessions on top of each other.
  • Build in coffee breaks, lunch breaks and happy hours. 
  • Build fun games with incentives that allow people to click around and feel like they’re  
   part of the event; lets them familiarize themselves with it .
 - Engagement, matchmaking and education are the keys to the success of virtual events.

5G and more  
 - Location-based digital signage is helping expand placement offerings and inventory. 
  • Out-of-home continues to get better at measurement.
 - The agriculture community have been early adopters in the mobile space from early on. 
 - AI solutions and equipment will be impacted by the expansion of 5G. 
 - We still want to create rich digital media experiences.
  • Publishers can execute tactics, but occasional slower bandwidths in rural areas can bog  
   things down from a technical standpoint and fail. 
  • 5G can be a solution to this.

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2875393/4D56C210C4AFD4D2C873AC3ABBC02193


Thanks for attending! We’ll see you next year.
roosterstrategy.com

http://roosterstrategy.com
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